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THE PROJECT

This project by the TTorks Progress Adninistrati on, sponsored by the

Bureau of Econonic Geology, The University of Texas, is designed to ex-

plore geologic localities in various parts of the State including neces-

sary field surveys, laboratory and office work; naking collections of

fossils and minerals and naking excavations for such purposes; and to

classify the fossils and rocks, analyze mineral products obtained, com-

pile, edit, mimeograph or otherwise publish and release the results ob-

tained, One of the leading objectives of the project is to develop a

better knowledge of the stream terrace deposits of the State. These

stream terraces contain vertebrate fossils and, at some localities, geo-

logic records of man. Another objective of the project is to excavate

and make useful for educational purposes a meteor crater located in Ec-

tor County/, Texas, and any other craters of this nature that nay bo found

in the State, This crater is an unusual feature and being located near

one of the main public highways lends itself well to educational purposes.

Another principal purpose of the' project is to collect vertebrate fossils

which will be studied, prepared, and preserved in the Texas Memorial Mu-

seum,

This project calls for nine field crews. Of these, eight arc set

up according to a typical pattern as follows: one project supervisor, one
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clerk, and eighteen laborers. The one remaining crow is designed especial-

ly for the work of excavating a netoor crater in Ector County and such ad-

ditional work consistent with the aims of the main project as nay be found

practicable to carry on fron that center. This crew will consist of geo-
' * * «

logist, clerk, tinokeoper, two cooks, and forty-five laborers.

In every crew, the geologist will serve as the project superintendent

and also, with the smaller crews, as timekeeper. All of the unskilled la-

bor will be obtained fron the relief rolls. Non-relief workers will be se-

lected on a basis of their special qualifications for the technical work of

the project, A coordinated system of field technique and recording has been

arranged to coordinate the work of the several units.

In developing the objective and purpose of the project, work will be

carried on in various parts of the State and the various formations which

yield vertebrate and invertebrate fossils or minerals. In the Coastal Plain

region of the State, for instance, the collecting of fossils will bo chiefly,

although not necessarily entirely, in Pleistocene, Pliocene, Miocene, and

Oliogocenc formations. These formations differ among themselves, and the

technique of collecting will necessarily differ according to the character

of the formation from which fossils are being removed. Much will depend

on the judgment and initiative of the project superintendent under advice

from the sponsor as to meeting the special conditions that nay be encoun-

tered, In those projects which operate in the interior region of Texas,

other and different collecting conditions will be encountered. Collections

of vertebrate fossils made from the Permian formations, for instance, pre-

sent special difficulties requiring development of technique adapted to

that particular formation, the fossils being found usually in rather hard

strata. This is true in a degree likewise of the Triassic vertebrate
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fossils* Under these varying conditions, it nay be seen that it is not

possible to set forth in a single manual all the problems that the field

collector will encounter. It is, however, intended to indicate in this

Manual some of the fundrmontal procedure common to the whole region so

that the field worker nay have initial instructions from which he nay build

according to the special requirements of the locality in which ho is working#

It is extremely important that all excavations be carefully carried

out and all records be exact and supported by plats, surveys, notes, photo-

graphs, and records made on the spot and at the tine the work is done. It
*

*

is important, for instance, that diagrams bo made showing hov; the parts of

a particular fossil that is being collected lies in the earth. This is im-

portant since ultimately the skeleton, which is always more or less scat-

tered, is to be reassembled at the laboratory, and such plats and sketches

aid the laboratory crew in reassembling the fossils. Such records also

have important scientific value in discussing the conditions of occurrence

of the fossils.

This Manual includes only instructions and suggestions from the spon-

sor, If any of these instructions and suggestions should be found to con-

flict in any way with VI, P, A, regulations, adjustment :~ust bo made to meet

the M, P, A, requirements.

In this Manual some of the suggested methods of procedure have been

purposely generalized to meet as nearly as possible the conditions encoun-

tered by all field units within the State, The suggestions, therefore,

should not be considered as inviolable when specif,l circumstances arc en-

countered which have not been anticipated in this Manual, Mhen supplemen-

tary assistance or suggestions arc required, the Project Director or the
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Geologist-in-Charge will ho available' to the project supervisor. It will

bo noted that the major portion of this Manual is devoted to the subject

of collecting vertebrate fossils, and that comnarativelv little space is
w

*
.1. tJ 1.

given to the collection of invertebrate and plant fossils and minerals.

The reason for this is that collecting vertebrates is* in general, a far

more complicated procedure than is collecting fossil invertebrates and

plants and minerals. Also, practically all of the portions of the manual

dealing with reconnaissance, securing permission from landowners, etc.,

will apply equally well to all forms of collecting.
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PERSONNEL

The success of any project is largely dependent upon the character

and response of its personnel. In general, the project supervisor is the

only person assigned to a paleontologic or mineralogic project who has had

previous experience in the technique of collecting and who understands the

importance of such collections. It is the duty of every supervisor to in-

struct the workers in his charge as to the methods employed and to show

them by example how each step is executed* A typical field crew mil in-

clude some workers who display considerable interest and aptitude in the

preparation and removal of specimens, while others will prefer to use picks

or shovels in removin'’ overburden to the more nainstaking task of collect-
a. U

ing* Quite frequently a worker performs best at the kind of work he likes

most to do, although this is by no moans an invariable rule. The supervisor

will sometimes find it advantageous to try several 'workers at a given task

in order to ascertain which is best fitted for the job. Each worker should

be assigned on the basis of his fitness for the task, although when conces-

sions can be made to the preferences of the workers -without hindering the

progress or results of the project it is wise to do so. There is no bet-

ter insurance against dissension among the workers than to have each man

assigned to the job which he most enjoys, especially when each man has a

growing interest in the work and its results# The supervisor who has in-

telligently appraised and assigned his workers and who has stimulated in

them a salutary interest, has accomplished one of the most important steps

in the conduct of the project.
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EQUIPMENT, MATERIALS AND SUPPLIES

The equipment, materials, and supplies listed or discussed in this

section of the Manual include the aero common items used on various pro-

jects, No single project will require all that is listed hero, and per-

haps some projects mil require a number of items the t are not included

in this group. Since nest project supervisors arc familiar with the use

of at least a greater portion of those supplies and materials, no lengthy

discussions will be made except in the case of preparing plastcr-of-Paris

and hardening preparations used in removing fossil bones, and in cases of

some special tools and equipment that ar especially adaptable to certain

phases of fossil collecting.

All equipment, supplies, and material to be purchased by the P/orks

Progress Adninistrati„n (with the except!on of sanitarv drinking fountains.
'

j- Cv *

which are issued through Urea Engineers) will be supplied through the Head-

quarters Project at Austin, Texas,

Sponsor's contributions, in the form of equipment, supplies, and ma-

terials, will be provided by the Bureau of Economic Geology at Austin, or

nay bo bought at the project base upon authorization from sponsor’s agents.

The project supervisor is responsible for all equipment, supplies,

and materials assigned to his project from cither the Ufcrks Progress Ad-

ministration or the sponsor, and ho will be expected to exorcise all rea-

sonable care of this property and insist up n its proper use by the workers
J. .1 K' J- i. V

in his charge. Care of property implies its storage in a shelter when not

in use, if any shelter is available, as well an proper precautions against

breakage, damage, or loss while in use on the project.
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x
:--lhe term equipment will include transportation facilities—-

trucks, "pick-up" trucks, or passenger cars* The motor vehicles used on the

various field units of the project will he used to transport workers, as

well as tools, water, and any other supplies necessary to the project. Se-

lection of the transportation facilities for each field unit will be made

either by V.r

,
P, A, officials or by the sponsor’s apents according to tho

forks Propress Administration reputations for such equipment. In so far as

it is practicable, the selection of a vehicle for transportation of a piven

field unit will bo done with special consideration of tho needs of that unit.

Equipment

Power tools, such as tractor or team-drawn fresnos or scrapers, are a-

nothcr form of equipment that will be utilized on some field units. Such

equipment will be used only when a fossil bed of unusual importance is over-

lain by an excessive amount of overburden which can not be removed practi-

cably by the ordinary pick-and-shovel methods. The decision as to when

power tools arc to bo employed will rest with the sponsor’s apents.

Hand tools, such as picks, shovels, wheelbarrows, saws, hammers, and

trowels, arc articles of equipment which will bo employed on virtually all

field units of the project. Certain kinds of small hand tools will bo re-

quired to meet the special collcctinp conditions of the individual field

unitsj this equipment will be discussed under a different headinp in con-

nection with removal of specimens.

-.Then tool and specimen shelters are not conveniently accessible to

the work site, it is sometimes necessary to build a small wooden shod for

this purpose. For these shelters the principal necessary materials are

lumber, roofinp, hinpes, and nails. One type of inexpensive, portable

shelter is illustrated on pape 10,
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Camping equipment, including tents, stoves, cooking utensils, lanterns,

etc,, will be provided for field units whose work sites are not mthin prac-

ticable accessibility to a town or other base where ordinary housing facili-

ties are available. This camping equipment will bo of standard quality and

will be provided in quantities adequate to the needs of the unit or units

in which it is employed.

Personal equipment, such as bedding, towels, etc,, is to be supplied

by the individual workers assigned to a camping unit. Each worker should

be required to assume full responsibility for his personal belongings and

to keep them in orderly arrangement in the space assigned to him.

Surveying and drafting equipment is, for the most part, kept at the

headquarters. However, each supervisor should have adequate c-

quipment in the field to make accurate sketches of the work sites and ad-

jacent area, to measure sections, and to locate accurately each specimen

found. Due to the vast differences in importance of the different work

sites, it is usually impossible to determine how detailed a map of the

locality will need to be until after a considerable amount of excavating

has been done, IThon a detailed map or one covering a large area is needed,

the Gcologist-in-Chargc will bo ava-ilable to assist the project supervisor

in the mapping. The surveying and drafting equipment needed by nest super-

visors will include handlevols, Brunton compasses, a plane-table or flat

board for map or sketch sheet, an 8-inch triangle, scale, and a 100-foot

steel tape. In special cases, the supervisor might need an alidade and

plane-table, but most often this equipment will be required only after the

project is far advanced and will be used with the assistance of the Geolo-

gist- in-Char go.

Pumping and bailing equipment includes such hand pumps as the common
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"pitcher pump", snail double-stroke hand or motor-driven pumps, pipe, buc-

kets, barrels, and rope. This equipment vd.ll be purchased or rented as

needed and used for removing water from pits and excavations or for obtain-

ing water from wells for camp use, bathing, mixing plaster, drinking, etc.

Materials i--Thc materials necessary for removing vertebrate iossils

will vary somewhat, depending largely upon the size and the condition of

preservation of the fossils. Occasionally fossil bones are found so com-

pletely mineralized that they can be removed without oven applying a hard-

ening preparation. This is an exceptional occurrence, however, and is prac

tically never true of large heavy bones, tusks, etc. Below is a list of

materials that can bo regarded as standard for almost any vertebrate col-

lecting project: burlap, plastcr-of-Paris, hardening preparation, tissue

paper, splints, and small paint brush.

Burlap is obtainable in the form of ordinary burlap sacks or in 100

yard-bolts. It is best to use good quality of medium or coarsely woven

burlaw, as the tightly woven varictv does not work satisfactorily with
L 9 V C if C

plaster. The burlap should be cut in strips from 2 feet to 4 feet long,

depending upon the size of the specimen to bo removed, and about 4 in-

ches wide. Care should bo taken to cut the burlap straight with the

weave instead of bias to eliminate undue ravolings which arc bothersome

when the strips arc being applied, A sharp knife or large shears can be

used for cutting the strips.

The plaster-of-Paris is obtainable in several grades. The quality

known as "No, 1 moulding plaster" is most satisfactory for the average

collecting conditions. To prepare the plaster for putting a cast on a

fossil, it is necessary merely to add clear water to the amount of dry
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plaster required for the cast and knead the mixture slowly. More water

should be added gradually until the nix is of about the consistency of

whipped cream, when it is ready for application. Not more than a few

pounds of plaster should bo used in the average nix, as this practice en-

ables the collector to use all of the mix before it sets. Vigorous stir-

ring of the mix should be avoided, as this will cause the plaster to set

in the container before it can be applied.

One of the most commonly used hardening preparations is white shel-

lac in a solution of denatured alcohol. This preparation serves quite

satisfactorily in average collecting conditions when used in a thin so-

lution, as it requires only the stirring together of about one and one-

half parts of alcohol to one part of white shellac. The consistency of

the preparation can be altered as required by changing tho ratio of alco-

hol to shellac.

Another excellent hardening preparation is a solution of cellulose

acetate. This preparation can be bought under the trade nemo AIIBROID, or

it can bo prepared by dissolving pieces of celluloid in acetone, which is

more economical. By adding all the celluloid that a given measure of ace-

tone will dissolve, the solution becomes quite viscous and is an excellent

cement for repairing broken fossils, When using tho solution for hardening
X v v—/

¥

fossils, enough clear acetone should be added to the viscous solution to

make it quite thin and capable of penetration, A small paint brush with

soft bristles is useful in applying cither of the above discussed prepara-

tions to fossil bones, "lass-topped fruit jars of cither quart or two-

quart size aro suitable containers for these hardening preparations.

Tissue paper is used for covering fossil bones immediately before
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applying the plaster cast. Paper napkins or tissue paper, such as Kleenex,

or ordinary toilet paper can be used satisfactorily for this purpose.

Splints for reenforcing plaster casts on the larger and heavier fos-

sils can be cut from fruit boxes or other thin boards, or small iron rods

and strips can bo used when they arc available. It is best to use wooden

splints, because they are more economical, have less weight, and arc fairly

easy to trim to the configurations of the fossil, except when a specimen

of unusual weight and importance requires greater strength and precautions.

Sometimes it is practicable to cut splints from saplings or the limbs of

trees.

Supplies--ihc supplies necessary'- on all project units include oil ice

and first aid supplies. These items arc furnished as needed by the "forks

Prepress Administration throuph the headquarters project. Articles of

food, cookinr fuels, etc,, mil be required only on campinp units and mil

be purchased by a moss fund sot up by mutual agreement between the super-

intendent and -workers of the project.
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RECONNAISSANCE AND SURVEY

The reconnaissance or prclininary investigation of a working area is

of great importance in any paleontologic or mineralogic project and is a

phase of the work to which tho field geologist should give as much careful

work as possible* The purpose of the reconnaissance is to locate fossil or

mineral localities, to determine as nearly as possible the extent of the

fossil or mineral deposit and its adaptability to excavation, and to obtain

working permission from landowners. The reconnaissance of an area should

include the recording, on a form provided for that purpose, of all signifi-

cant geological occurrences that have a bearing on tho project even though

no actual excavations are expected to be made. It is impossible for any

single project to exhaust all the possibilities of a largo area, but the

information should become a part of the permanent record of tho area, since

future workers might benefit greatly by its uso, It is understood, of course,

that information already recorded in the literature should not be reported

unless some supplementary related information has been discovered. Only the

supervisor who is familiar with tho literature and maps covering the area

he is investigating can fully understand the problems peculiar to that area.

Among the geologic occurrences that should bo reported and accurately de-

scribed by the project supervisor arc unusually good exposures of formation,

mineral resource deposits, meteorites or meteorite craters, fossil deposits,

mineral deposits, evidences of early man, topographic features such as stream

terraces and sink holes, and significant structural features such as faults,

reverse dips, etc.

. ■-Inc reconnaissance should not bo considered as completed when

the project starts actual excavations but should be an integral part of the

supervisor’s v/orlc throughout the life of the project, A for; fossil localities

Scope



are go prolific anc? go important as tc warrant nonthe of work, but the

greatest majority contr.in only r. few scattered fossils thr.t will require

a c enpar at ivo ly sh.rt while to excavate. In these ere os it is necessary

tc neve ovorv few days or weeks tc a now locality: hence the nocessit -

''- f -
'

u t, tj 9 %j

knowing; r.s nr.ny fossil bods r.s possible. The project supervisor sh uld

always hr.vc several prospective loer litios in wind sc thr.t when one exca-

vation is completed, he cr.n neve tc the next site without less of tine to

the project.

The entire r.ror, tc which the field unit lies boon assigned fells within

the geographical scope of the roeonnaissr.nco, but it 3 s advisable thr.t the

supervisor concentrr.tc his efforts in the portion of the r.ror. thr.t is ac-

cessible to the project br.se. As one sect! n of the area has its possibil-

ities exhausted, or when all the needed nr.torial is obtained, the recon-

naissance should then be intensified in the section to which the project

base will bo moved.

Methods of locating fossil localities--One oi the inportr.nt stops

«

in roconnaissr.nco is t* become thoroughly familiar with the geologic lit-

erature on the area under investigation end to obtain the best goolcgic

naps and read naps available# With the aid of the naps, it is often pos-

sible to dotemine the approximate h. riz.cn to ether localities within the

area# The naps will also servo tc eliminate the less promising areas, since

the outer'a bolt of non-fcssiliforous or unpromising bods will bo indicated

on the map#

Formations composed of continental deposits, such as eld chr.nnol or

lake-fill, arc usually promising places in which to search for vertebrate

fossils. The places whore such deposits are being actively eroded by streams

15
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or gullies, or where exposures have boon made by man-made excavations,

should be carefully examined for evidences of fossil bones or inverte-

brate fossils that nay be weathering out of the formation. If the fos-

sil-bearing fornation is composed of unconsolidated material or for other

reasons is easily eroded, good exposures may be found along the outcrop

in deep stream cuts or along the slope of a hill, if the bod is overlain

by a bluff-forming resistant rock bed. In searching for fossils, parti-

cularly of the vertebrate animals, it is always a good policy to examine

the most recently eroded places, since many fossil bones arc easily de-

composed upon being exposed to weathering. In an old exposure, any fos-

sil bones that nay have been uncovered might be worn away until no visible

trace remains.

Before going into the field, the geologist should make many inquiries

concerning the location of fossils in the community. Some kinds of fossils,

especially the large bones of some of the extinct mammals, often excite a

groat deal of interest among local people, some of whom will often gladly

accompany the inquiring geologist to the place where the fossils wore found.

Persons who have frcouontl Tr given valuable information of this sort arc
J. e j v.)

local collectors, civil on nneers, road builders, or contractors, gravel

pit operators, ranchers, and farmers, '..hen a fossil locality is reported,

it is always a r'ood nroccduro to arramme for the informant to accompany

the geologist to the spotj if £his is impossible, a sketch showing accurate

distances and directions should be obtained. Experience has demonstrated

that reported localities arc frequently impossible to locate from verbal

directions.

If there arc known fossil localities in the area ’There the project

is to operate, the supervisor should visit each locality to examine the
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deposits in which the fossils arc embedded and to determine as nearly as

possible their vertical position in the formation. Such information may

give valuable clues to other fossil deposits in the sane bod but at dif-

ferent localities. Each new fossil locality should be accurately recorded

in a field notebook and on the ’’Preliminary Survey Report" form and a sketch

map prepared to show its exact location. The notes should also include ap-

proximate depth at which the fossils occur, nature of deposit, landowner’s
* *

name and address, and any supplementary information bearing on the site.

Selection of working sites --./non several lossii localities have been

located- it becomes to select between work sites before actual
* V

excavation is begun* Collecting vertebrate fossils is usually an expen-

sive procedure and requires considerable expenditure in tine and labor;

hence the importance of intelligent estimation of the possibilities of a

locality to be worked* In the process of selection, a number of conditions

must be considered* The first consideration is the kinds of fossils pre-

sent, their scientific inportancc, and their condition of preservation*

The scientific inportancc of a fauna is dependent upon the adaptability of

the fossils to specific and generic identification and upon the abundance

or scarcity of the fossils in the formation* The accessibility of the pro-

posed work site to the project base is always a consideration influencing

selection, as is also the amount of overburden to bo moved. Another con-

sideration is that the full permission of the landowner be obtained* If

a camping unit is to be vised, it should be remembered that the setting

up of a large camp for only a few days of exploratory work is impracticable*

TJhcn at all possible, it is best to make preliminary excavations at all

the more problematic localities to ascertain the practicability of estab-

lishing a camp at the site. Certain factors, such as the availability of
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water for drinking and other purposes and of fuel for heating or cooking,

enter into considerations for establishing camping units but are seldon

involved for the ordinary field unit* Selection of working sites nay bo

influenced by the seasons; for example, a fossil locality in a crook bed

can not be successfully worked during seasons of heavy rain, or certain

unprotected localities in the northern part of the State can not be worked

during extremely cold seasons. The prerequisites for selecting; a work site

arc a reasonable expectation of recoverina important logic specimens or
•* V- .L O O L

information, the full permission of the landowner, and the accessibility

to the project base. It is always best to work' the most promising local-

ities first when local conditions arc practicable.

Securing landowner's permission
_

—lt is alwavs nccessam to secure
■—

■
■■ -

■ i

pomission fron the landowner before oxcavatiny or ronoviny fossils* In

practically all instances in the past, it has been found an easy nattor

to secure pomission and even the voluntary assistance of landowners* The

host approach for requesting pomission depends upon the individual per-

sonalities of the supervisor and the property owner* However, when a lo-

cality has boon selected for worhim, the supervisor should nake a study
kJ —t/

of all the steps necessary for worhiny the site; for instance, if and

whore road buildiny is necessary, probable extent of the excavation, anount

of cleariny necessary, and son© ostinato of the tine required# Landowners

have ovcm rinht to an understandiny of these nattorc before r-ivinr their
c' v. ■ sJ w W

consent to work, and it is the supervisor’s duty to rive the infornation

as accurately as possible*

Proper courtesy should bo shown the owner of his guests when they

visit tho project work site or camp. Some landowners do not wish to have
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visiting people enter their property; in this case, the supervisor should

neither imritc nor pemit any of his workers to invite visitors other then

those whose official duty brings then to the project. Proper respect for

property rights is essential at all tines. It is always best to avoid un-

sightly clutter around the work or camp site; lunch papers and refuse should

be burned or buried, supplies and equipment should bo kept in good condition

and arranged in specific places, and general orderliness should be maintained

on the project for the sake of safety and efficiency, as well as for respect

for property.

The most effective wav of insuring the good will of the landowner on

whoso property the project unit is being operated is to prevent any damage

being done to the property. The supervisor should make certain that no

test holes or other excavations be left open or unprotected when there is

a possibility that livestock mivht become crippled or mired in such cxca-
X v VJ X

..

vations. Drainage ditches made to divert surface water from a work site

or for other purposes should bo filled to the original level when the work

site is completed, if there is a possibility that the ditches might subse-

quently develop into crosional gullies. If the excavation is being car-

ried on in a quarry or pit from which the owner is utilizing useful mate-

rial such as stone or gravel, the valuable material should not bo damaged

or ruined by being mixed with the worthless overburden.

,_
_ _ _

-The purpose of making a

preliminary nap and taking photographs of a working site is to maintain a

record of tho original appearance of the locality. The necessity for such

records is often not recognized until after it is impossible to obtain

Preliminary maps, sections, and photographs
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them, for after an excavation has been made, the original appearance has *

been altered and sometimes completely obliterated. The need for those pre-

liminary records is largely dependent upon the findings in the site—a de-

termination that can be made only after the work is far progressed or com-

pleted, These records of the original appearance of the work site might

be considered precautionary measures that may or nay not prove important.

If a sketch map is made, only the area that is to be disturbed by the

excavation need be included, since the nap can bo completed at a later date

if the findings warrant greater details. If the site is within an artifi-

cial excavation such as a gravel pit, levee ditch, or reservoir, or if it

is adjacent to the bluff of a stream or other crosional feature, a detailed
*

measured section should bo made of the portion of the bluff to be removed.

Photographs should always be made of a work site before excavations are

started as well as at regular intervals during the progress of the work#

If the locality is likely to prove of unusual importance, a moving picture

record taken before work is begun and at different stages in the develop-

ment of the localitv is the best and most accurate record obtainable# TThcr
%/

a supervisor decides to work a site that appears to be of unusual interest,

he should communicate with the Project Director to decide the extent of re-

cording necessary as a preliminary measure#

.
„

'-The necessity lor staking a site in a pale ontolornc ox-

cavation is dependent upon the kinds, numbers, and importance of tho fossils

being collected. On a fossil bed of any consequence, it is usually advis-

able to set stakes at ten-foot intervals along compass linos on tho outer

margin of tho excavation. The use of a square or rectangular arrangement

of stakes enclosing the rrork site makes it unnecessary to use stakes in tho

actual fossil bod—a highly desirable arrangement, since a stake nay be driven

Staking Site
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into, and ruin an inportr.nt fossil when used within the cxoc.vc.tion* When

this syston of stakin'’" is employed, a field nap of the locality, drawn to

a convenient scale, should show the exact position of each stake and the

dimensions of the excavation. Specimens found in the excavation can be ac-

curately located by one or two steel tape measurements from the nearest

stakes and then shown in their correct position on the nap.

Another simple system of staking a locality is to establish throe

known points (stakes) in approximately equilateral triangle points at the

edges of the excavation. To locate a specimen by this method, it is nec-

essary to measure from each stake to the specimen, then by using a compass

set at the scale of each distance measured, arcs can bo described from each

corresponding stake represented on the nap. The intersection of the arcs

will locate the specimen on the nap.

When fossils arc being collected from ncrc than one horizon in a sin-

gle work site, it is necessary to make a separate nap for each fossil hori-

zon. In such eases, particular!;, if the fossil beds arc separated by un-

confornablc relations, the geologist must be scrupulously careful to make

accurate measurements of the vortical and horizontal position of each fos-

sil collected and to locate each specimen accurately on the proper map.

Sketches on following pages show one method of staking a fossil lo-

cality and means of locating specimens by simple triangulation and by steel

tap c noasur orient s •
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CLEARING

Before excavations arc begun on a fossil locality that has never boon

worked, it becones necessary'’ to clear off any brush or timber that may be

growing on the proposed work site and on the route along which the approach

road is to be built# The clearing necessary on most work sites and approach-

roads will be a relatively small item of work, but in some instances where

tho working locality is far removed from open roads and is accessible only

through wooded or brush-covered terrain, clearing may require a considerable

amount of time and labor.

In clearing a work site of brush and trees, the workers should remove

all stumps and larger roots before excavation is begun. Stumps and roots

arc bothersome and nay be actually dangerous to the workers, especially

when the excavation is being done by power methods# The cleared brush or

timber should be burned or dra.'~ed well awa' r from the work site, according

to tho wishes of the landowner, khen a project is operating in the hot

summer months, some of the brush might be salvaged to make an arbor for

shading the workers.

Ordinarily it is not necessary to grub the stumps of cut trees along

the temporary approach road, although care should be taken to cut all stumps

level with the ground to obviate danger of damage to the tifes of tho ve-

hicles that will bo passing on the road# The equipment necessary for clear-

ing and rrubbinx includes axcs--profcrably tho single bit tyoe—and .-rubbing
O • 1 -L v *■ «/ X. *..; O

hoes or mattocks#
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ROAD BUILDING

Gone fossil localities arc so advantageously located in reference to

possible roads that no additional road building or clearing is necessary

in order to reach the locality in truck or other motor vehicle, However,

it is often the ease that the proposed work site will be found inaccessible

without sone fern of road building or clearing. The amount of road build-

ing necessary will, of course, depend upon the remoteness of the work site

from the nearest or most convenient existing road, the typo of terrain to

bo covered, and tho amount of obstructing vegetation, rocks, etc,, along

the route over which tho road is to bo built. The road will be of only

temporary usefulness as far as tho project is concerned. However, enough

work should bo done on the road to make it easily and safely passable un-
U U i.

dor any weather conditions which would permit the project to operate at

the work site.

Before building a road to a work site, it is always necessary to ob-

tain permission from the landowner or owners on whose land the road is to

be built and used. In building a road, tho supervisor should plan a route

that will effect a minimum of damage to grassland, useful trees, crops,

or other property.

In most instances the road building will bo done by the project crow,

but it is possible that special cases trill arise whore the ordinary pro-

ject equipment will be found inadequate for building a passable road. In

such cases tho sponsor will supply the necessary additional equipment and

work, provided tho proposed work site is sufficiently important to justify

the additional expense.

Some or all of the following steps will bo involved in the building
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of tcnporary approach roads; building gates or stock guards at fence

crossings; naking crossings or building culverts across crooks and ra-

vines; clearing route; and leveling off bumps, holes, or other obstruct-

ing features. The supervisor should see that all parts of the road arc

free of any possible hazards to the workers, cquipnent, or specimens that

arc to be transported over the road. Special caution should be made of

any overhanging limbs or branches, unsafe culverts, and unusually steep

or rough grades. Also, all stock-guards and gates being used by the pro-

ject crew should be maintained in stock-proof conditions at all times.
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MOVING EQUIPMENT

The transporting of project equipment to and from the different work

sites does not ordinarily require a large amount of time or work, The or-

dinarv field unit mill not find it nocessarv to novo heaw excavating o-

quipment, tool shelters, and the like to the work site until after the pre-

liminary operations of clearing and road building have been completed. It

then becomes a simple matter of a few hours v.ork and a few trips with a

truck to transport all necessary project equipment to the work site.

Camping units will find the matter of moving equipment of a more time-

consuming nature, since several tents and other comp equipment and supplies

must be moved to the camp site, in addition to the regular project equip-

ment. It is roc emended that all but the most necessary articles bo left

in storage until all preliminary preparations have been completed so that

the moving and sotting: up of camp equipment can proceed uninterrupted af-

ter it is started*
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EXCAVATION /-HD BACKFILL

Excavation is usually the highest single iten of work in collecting

vertebrate fossils. The methods employed in excavating are varied, de-

pending upon tho available facilities, the thickness and character of the

earth materials to be moved, whether the fossils arc confined to a certain

definite horizon or distributed throughout most of the material, whether

subsurface water is encountered in tho excavation, and a variety of other

conceivable conditions.

Pick and shovel method
-

The picl: and shovel method of excavation is

the one nost commonly employed in digging for fossils, especially when the

overburden is not excessive# This method is superior in some respects to

other means of excavation because each worker can watch for anv fossil or
1/

other specimen that his shovel may expose, and there is much less danger

of damaging the specimen# When the level of the fossil horizon is well

known, it is usually safe to dig with picks and shovels to within a few

inches of that level. The last remaining few inches of material should,

of course, be removed with snail tools such as trowels and whisk brooms.

Power methodsPower methods:—Where the overburden is quite thick, fron 10 to 30
».
t m m hi* -* !■■»<■ »i ma

■*■ *

feet, and the area to be excavated is comparatively largo, it is usually

most practicable to employ either a tractor or teen-drawn scraper or fresno

for exposing the fossil bed. These methods should not bo used when there

is a strong likelihood of encountering valuable fossils within the mate-

rial to be excavated as the scraper would probabl" destroy any fossil be-

fore it could be located, nor should those methods be used to dig com-

pletely to the fossil bod. It is safest to leave at least 8 inches to 1
ft-

foot of overburden on the fossil bed to eliminate any chance of damaging
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the fossils.

The supervisor should examine each stratum encountered in the exca-

vation and the nature of the contact between the beds* Samples should be

collected from each bod cr for each change in the sediments within the in-

dividual beds. It is always important to know whether the strata arc lay-

ing in conformable contact or by unconformablo contact, A close watch should

bo maintained by tho supervisor and workers for any significant objects or

specimens encountered at all levels in the excavation.

Problems encountered in excavations
__

-In making excavations for fos-

sils in the different parts of the State, numerous problems may bo expected

to arise. Fossils are often found near or at the base cf stream terraces,

and the basal gravels of terrace deposits arc frcaucntlv water-bearing.

Thus the problem, of subsurface water entering an excavation may be encoun-

tered when collecting fossils from basal terrace materials. To cope with

incoming water in such excavations nay require only a simple drain ditch

when such drainage is possible, or in extreme cases where largo volumes of

water are present, it is sometimes better to desert the locality than to

attempt the difficult task of shutting out the water. This, of course, will

depend largely upon the importance of the prrticular locality and upon the

amount of work and expenses required to eliminate the water. T/hcro the a-

nount of water is not excessive, it can usually be controlled by digging

a sump hole somewhere within the excavation 1 into which all water is col-

lected by a system of drain ditches, then pumping or bailing the water

from the sump hole to a point outside the excavation. The type of pump-

ing or bailing equipment to be used will depend upon the amount of water,

depth of pit, and the equipment available. Ho exact solutions to such prob-

lems can be presented until all conditions arc fully understood.
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A precautionary ncasuro of considerable inportanco is to nake a trench

or other provision for drainage around tho.excavation; this is for the pur-

pose of preventing surface waters fron running into the pit. An excavation

situated on a slope, bluff, or strean bank can sonctin.es have a trench lead-

ing out of the pit in such a way as to drain accunulatcd water without al-

lowing surface rater to flow into the pit. Both those provisions should be

nado in every excavation where they are possible, as rain wash and nud ac-

cumulating in an excavation nay seriously danago spccinens, delay work, and

nako nocossarv a great deal of labor in clearing the pit for further cxca-
* V/ U X

vations•

Another, and noro important, prccc.utionr.ry nor.- urc is to keep r.ll sides

of the excavation eloped or terraced, especially when the excavation is norc

than 4 or 5 feet in depth. Illustrated on panes 34 and 39 of this Manual is

a. special extendable bar that is very useful for sloping; high banks. Ter-

racing or sloping of banks is prinarily a safety ncasurc to clininatc any

possibility of pit walls caving on workers within the excavation. The de-

gree of inclination will depend upon the depth of the pit, A supervisor

wishing to expose a certain area, of a fossil bed should estivato the naxi-

nun depth of the fossil bod below the surface and allow for a gentle slope

by starting tho excavation over an area a.dcnuatcly larger than the botton

of tho pit is expected to be.

Excavations being worked during hot sunnor nonths nay have brush ar-

bors or tarp coverings to protect workers fron tho sun’s rays, ".here this

is possible, the efficiency and ccnfort of workers is increased, and there

is loss danger of their being overheated. Ginilarly, wind-breaks arc roc-

onnondod for working sites during win' r nonths--especially in colder sec-

tions of the State,
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Many of the excavations and test holes made bv the different field

units in carrying out the project work will rocuire filling after the de-

sired material has boon collected or the information obtained. The re-

filling should always bo sufficiently complete to repair any damage that

has been done to the property and to tho entire satisfaction of the land*

owner on whose property the excavations have been made. In some instances,

whore digging has been done in "had Lands/’ or along the banks of streams

or gullies, the landowner may not care to have tho excavation refilled.

Occasionally the landowner will want tho excavation loft open so that he

may utilize it for a water pond. It is tho duty of the project super-

visor to make overv reasonable effort to satisfy the landowner in respect

to the condition in which the excavation is loft. No suggestions as to

4

the methods used in refilling need bo made, since in practically every

case tho filling will be done with the same eouipment with which the ex-

cavation was made.

Sloping Bar in Use
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The skull of a Pliocene Shovel-Jaw Mastodon with articulated tusk

and lower jaw in a plaster encasement. This skull is from a very

prolific fossil bod in 800 County, Texas.

Skull of an American Mastodon ready for Plaster Encasement
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PREPARATION AND REMOVAL OF SPECIMENS

The preparation and removal of vertebrate fos oils fron the formation

in which they occur is usually the most painstaking and always one of the

most important phases of the collector’s work* In this phase of work the

supervisor should hinsclf do much of the actual exposing and jacketing of

the specimens to be removed and bo prepared to give much careful super-

vision and instructions to his assisting workers. Few workers have had

any previous experience or any knowledge of the purpose and methods of

collecting fossils; consequently the supervisor should choose the most in-

terested and capable of his project crew to assist in the collecting.

The methods employed in collecting vertebrate fossils vary somewhat

with different localities, depending to some extent on the condition and

preservation of the fossils and upon the character of the sediments in

which they are embedded. Many valuable fossils arc exceedingly soft and

friable when exposed and can be properly collected -only with painstaking

labor and adequate equipment. In other localities where fossils arc in

good condition of preservation and arc embedded in easily workable material,

good collecting can be done with a much smaller investment in labor and

materials.

i ;--Practioally ail hinds oi hand digging tools have

been used successfully at ono tine or another in exposing vertebrate fos-

sils
.

Tools that arc ideally adapted for work at one locality nay be

practically useless at another locality whore the condition of the fossils

and the character of the enclosing material arc of a different nature. The

selection of tools for exposing and collecting fossils should be done only

after the geologist is familiar with the particular conditions found in the

Necessary Tools
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area in which he is to collect. There is no set standard for collectors’

hand tools, oven where the condition of fossils and enclosing material are

known. Two equally skilled collectors working in the seme fossil locality

night use different kinds of tods, yet both obtain equally good results,

%

The selection of tools depends partly upon tho individual preferences and

aptitudes of the collector, so lone as the tools are adapted i.o use in the

conditions under which tho collector is working. Obviously, a wooden pad-

dle, which is a vorv useful tool for workine in certain soft materials,
* %> V- 9

could not be selected for excavating in hard rock, nor conversely, could

a rock chisel be logically selected for work in soft sand.

‘.hero vertebrate fossils arc found in loose sand or gravel, soft clay,

volcanic ash, or other unconsolidated material, such tools as wooden pad-

dles, trowels, and whisk broo2ls are useful in exposing the fossils, IThon

the fossils occur in more compacted or partly consolidated materials such

as hard clay or indurated sandstone, stronger tools like geologist’s ban-

ners, stiff putty ?mivos (sharpened with bevel on one side), screw drivers,

ice picks, scrapers made from, hacksaw blades or other flexible steel bands

attached to handles as illustrated on page 39, short-handled trench picks,

cobbler’s awls, etc,, are to bo roeerr ’.ended* khon fossils arc found em-

bedded in unusually hard rocks such as some limestones, sendstones, and

conglomerate.-., the neeos sc ly hand tools include hammers, largo and small

picks, chisels, and drills. Included with every set of collectors’ hand

tools should be a hatchet, hammer, hacksaw, nails of assorted sizes, and

a file or ornery for sharpening metal tools, -with such equipment a re-

sourceful collector can make on the project many simple tools to meet the

specific requirements of his job. Some of the most useful collecting tools

have been improvised out cf pieces of scrap metal and wooden boxes.
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Each worker should bo required to keep the hand tools assigned to

hin in a separate tool box or other convenient container. This container

should be kept within easy reach of the collector, and each tool should

be returned to its proper place when not in use—a practice that will save

tine and prevent loss of tools.

'Not every fossil bone is worth collecting.

Fossil material that is too badly decomposed or otherwise damaged for i-

dcntification, or secondarily deposited, or unidentifiable or isolated

pieces of fossil bone are seldom worth collecting. It is a safe rule for

the field geologist, however, to collect any fossil that he is not certain

is valueless, as it is much better for the procurator or the specialist

who is studvin'’ the fossil to discard mam” useless specimens than for the

field geologist to neglect to collect one important fossil.

What material to collect

The scientific importance of any fossil is dependent upon a number of

conditions; namely, how well the fossil lends itself to identification,

how nuch is known of the fauna of the particular formation in which the

fossil occurs, and the associated fossils or objects. The skull of any

vertebrate animal, when found in pood condition, is easily identified.

Teeth servo for ponoric and often for specific determinations; foot and

limb bones arc usually identifiable; the horn-cores of ruminants arc im-

portant, In fact, some useful determinations can bo made from any com-

plete bone of the skeleton, A fossil bone from a locality whore many other

bones from the same species of animal have already been collected and i-

dontified nay have comparatively little importance, whereas similar

bone from a formation of questionable ape and from, which few or no fossils

have boon collected nipht prove quite important. In some instances where

a fossil havinp a well established geologic history is found in association
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with another form which is not so well known, the association of the two

forms adds significantly to the knowledge of the lesser known form. To

illustrate: The antiquity of man in America is but vaguely known at best;

consequently, when the bones of man or artifacts arc found in direct as-

sociation with bones of extinct animals whose fossil history is much bet-

tor established, the association becomes extremely important in that it

helps materially to understand a difficult and hightly interesting problem.

In addition to the scientific importance of vertebrate fossils, some fos-

sil bones have value as museum exhibits. Exhibits of this kind arc often

of considerable interest to many people who arc not concerned with the

scientific aspect of the fossils. In collecting the bones of an animal

which is to be mounted for exhibit, it is important that all possible parts

of the skeleton be preserved in order to make the mount as complete as pos-

sible, In this instance it becomes important to collect fragments that

might not be worth collecting for a study collection. On the other hand,

in event some identifiable bone or fragment of bone of an unidentified

animal should be found, it would bo highly important to collect all parts

of the bone or bones for study purposes, oven though the specimens would

•* *

be valueless for exhibition purposes. It is essential, therefore, that

the supervisor acquaint himself with at least the more common fossil forms

to be expected to occur in his area in order that he may use intelligent

discrimination as to which fossils to collect.

Edxposing Specimens’--'.•/non the overburden has been removed iron a

fossil bed and a specimen has been located, the best procedure is to ex-

pose the bone first at the top surface to determine its approximate out-

lines ; then to carefully remove the enclosing materials from the sides and

ends, thus leaving the bone resting securely upon a pedestal of the origi-

nal earth. If the fossil shows a tendency to crumble or flake, it should
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be treated with hardening preparation and allowed, to dry until beyond dan-

ger of flaking. Any snail pieces of bone that have been broken fron the

fossil either by natural processes or by accident in working should be

glued back in their place as soon as they are found. Large pieces of a

fossil that can not bo fitted back into the exact place from which they

were broken should be either wrapped in a separate jacket mid given the

sane field specimen number as the fossil to which they belong, or, when

more convenient, put in the sane plaster encasement wrapped in such a way

that no frictional movement with its consequent shearing and crumbling can

take place between the pieces while the fossil is in transit. It is best

not to attempt to clean a fossil bone too thoroughly in the field, since

a lime incrustation or a thin mantle of protecting earth left adhering to

>

the surface lessons the danger of damage to the specimen and decreases

the time required for collecting. The collector should be careful, how-

ever, not to enclose any appreciable quantity of material having a high

component of expansion, such as bentonitic clay, in the cast with the fos-

sil unless the material is thoroughly dry, Alien wet clay that has been

encased with a fossil begins to dry it may contract in volume to such an

extent that the specimen mil slip about in the cast and be broken when

the package is being moved or handled.

Before a fossil is ready to bo encased in a plaster cast, the earth

should be slightly undercut around the base of the bone. The extent of

undercutting necessary will depend on the weight, shape, and condition of

the bone, A largo heavy bone, especially if it is in poor condition of

preservation, or a block of several closely grouped bones will re-

quire some strong plaster strips to support the underneath side in order

for it to be safely turned, Alien there is danger that the fossil will
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Exposing Fossil Bone with Hand Tools

Fossil bones, partly exposed and ready for under-

cutting preparatory to enclosing in plaster cast.
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Exposing fossil bone before applying plastor cast.

Note jaw and vertebrae in encasement on right side

of photograph.

Encasing Fossil Bones in Plaster Cast
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collapse if noro than slightly undercut, the plaster encafeonent should be

put over all exposed parts and allowed to dry, kith the added supnort of

a snug plaster encasonent, the fossil will bo strong enough to withstand

safely further undercutting. In working around a large specimen, it is a

good practice to reduce the level of the surrounding earth to below the

base of the fossil; this permits the collector to work with more ease and

certainty on tho under side of the fossil.

Treating with hardening preparationsTree.tin with hr.rd.enin/ preparations;--Hardening pfopr.rr.tions and noth-

ods of preparing then have already boon discussed to sane extent under the

heading of natcrials. The purpose of those preparations is to prevent fos-

sils fron orunblin'" and orackinr until thov have been encased in a blaster
e j.

jacket and delivered to the preparator’s laboratory. Sene fossils found

in the State, such as the dinosaurs in the Cretaceous of Trans-Pecos Texas

and the reptiles found in the Persian of north Texas, arc so conplotcly

ninoralizod as to rociuiro no additional hardening before being ronevod in

plaster encasoncnts, Practically all of the fossils found in the To2tiary

and Quaternary rocks of the State, hovevor, can best be collected and pre-

served if they arc treated vrith one or noro aprlications of hardening pre-

paration.

After a fossil bono has boon exposed and allowed to dry it should bo

treated with as ’uch of a thin solution of either shellac or cellulose as

it will readily absorb. If tho bone is badly crocked or poorly preserved

it should be treated several times until it is hard enough to bo safely

plastered and shipped. It is not advisable, however, to use more of tho

hardening preparation than is necessary to protect the fossil until it

roaches tho preparetor 1
s laboratory, since vest of the preparation will

have to be removed in the process of final preparation in the laboratory.
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Covering fossil with tissue-
..

_

;--Alter a fossil has boon properly ex-

posed, undercut, and treated with hardening fluid, the next step is to

cover all of tho exposed parts of the bone with tissue paper# The pur-

pose of the tissue is to prevent tho plaster fron sticking to the bone#

Ordinary paper napkins or toilet paper is quite satisfactory for this

purpose# Tho tissue should bo dampened after it is placed on the fos-

sil by brushing it lightly with a whisk broom that has been dipped in

water, or by drawing one side of the paper across the surface of a pail

of water and applying the wet paper to the bone# If a stiff wind is

blowing the paper can be prevented from blowing off the bone by sprin-

kling it with a thin mix of plastcr-of-Paris, The plaster will dry rap-

idly and will hold tho paper in place while the plaster-soaked burlap

strips arc being applied.

Encasing in plaster cast:--lo apply a plaster cast to a lossii

bone or a block of several fossils, select strips of burlap cut to the

proper width and length according to the size of the specimen to bo

collected, dip the strips in a mixture of plaster, squeeze out the ex-

cess plaster, and apply as snugly as possible to the specimen* Each

strip should overlap the proceeding one in order to make the pieces

bind together. If the fossil being collected is snail and well pro-

served, one or two layers of the strips, when properly applied, will
'

be adequate to turn it. On large or heavy bones, several layers nay

be necessary to give adequate strength to the cast. On all larger
'

specimens, some of the strips should be put lengthwise and some cross-

wise to the fossil. On large limb bones, skulls, tusks, or other sim-

ilarly heavy specimens, long strips should bo draim tightly around the

entire specimen at close intervals. In order to get strips completely

around it is necessary to cut tunnels about six inches wide through
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the pedestal on which the fossil is resting, IVhilo a specimen is being

encased in the plaster-soaked burlap, reenforcing splints should bo bound

in with the plaster. The splints and braces should be selected according

to the specimen on which they arc being used and placed with reference to

the weaker parts or on the points of greatest strain. The rcenforccmcnts

should not be placed directly against the bone but between layers of the

burlap.

After the plaster has thoroughly dried, the earth making up the sup-

porting pedestal should be cut or pried loose and the fossil turned with

the underside up. In turning a large fossil, several persons should as-

sist in order that the strain of lifting will bo equally distributed a-

long all parts of the specimen. Also it is sometimes advantageous to

pile loose earth in the spot on which the fossil is to bo turned; this

provides a cushion for the specimen to rest upon and will permit any

projecting points of the fossil to sink into the earth rather than to

support the entire weight. After the fossil has been turned, the ex-

cess earth should be removed from the specimen and the plastering com-

pleted.

After the fossil has been completely encased in plaster, it is then

ready to receive its field number, which should bo legibly written on

the outside of the cast, and at the same tine the number should bo en-

tered in the field notebook along with any necessary comments or de-

scription, The system of field numbering adopted by the Palcontologic-

Ilincralogic Project in Texas is illustrated by the following numbers:

BL-18-1-39, in which "BL" is the symbol for a general locality being

worked, "18" is the number indicating the eighteenth fossil collected

from the particular site, "1" is the specific site number, and ”39"
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indicates the voc.r in which the fossil was collected. It, is required
%/ j.

that all supervisors follow this system of field numberinr unless ot! cr-

wisc instructed, and that each collected fossil shall boar its correct

number.
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Skull of Mastodon, exposed and ready for plaster

encasement

Encasing Mastodon Skull in Plaster Cast
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Mastodon Skull on Partly Constructed Shipping Crate

Mastodon Skull Crated and Ready for Transporting

to Laboratory
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TRANSPORTING OF SPECIMENS

Before fossil specimons are transported from the work site to tem-

porary shelter or to the preparatory laboratory it is necessary to pack

each specimen in such a way that it will not be broken or injured in trans-

port, The plaster encasement is not in itself sufficient protection for a

specimen, as it is not strong enough to withstand hard jolts or bumps with-

out being crushed. All easily handled specimens can be packed in
f b'oxes or

in the bed of a truck, provided they arc cushioned on a mat of excelsior,

straw, paper, leaves, etc. It is important that plenty of packing mate-

rial be inserted between the fossils to keen them from moving about or
JL O

bumping against each other. Heavy specimens such as skulls of the lar-

ger animals, should be crated separately. There are several simple and

very good methods of crating a heavy fossil, but the principal require-

ment of all is that the crate be of adequate strength to support the fos-

sil, that shock-absorbing padding be placed at all places supporting any

of the weight, and that braces, ties, or supports be placed in such a way

■b

as to prevent any possibility of the fossil slipping or shifting in the

crate. After the fossils have boon properly packed, the problem of trans-

porting them by either truck or by freight is a simple matter.
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INVERTEBRATE FOSSILS, FOSSIL PLANTS, AND MINERALS

Most of tho suggested methods of procedure contained in the preced-

ing chapters of this Manual hove been designed specifically to aid the

field supervisors in collecting vertebrate fossils. The reason for this

is explained in tho opening chapter of the Manual. However, since the

project will also include collecting invertebrate fossils, fossil plants,

and minerals, this chapter will be devoted to their occurrence and methods

employed in collecting then.

Invertebrate fossils invertebrate iossils arc found in practically

all parts of the State, and particularly in the portions in which narinc

beds aro exposed. The narinc invertebrate fossils are the nest abundant

and inportant, but torrostrial invertebrate ferns, especially in the Plio-

cene and Pleistocene, nay also have diagnostic value in oone cases.

Large numbers of invertebrate fossils from all tho well known fossili-

ferous beds in the State have boon collected and studied by aoolo ists and

paleontologists during the pas+ fifty years. However, a vorv groat deal
J. -• i. C C

*
K/ C ,

remains to bo done in this branch of paleontology, and good siudv collee-

tions of tho numerous faunas would be of real scientific importance, pro-

vided tho collector makes use of intelligent discrimination as to which

fossils to collect. Factors which determine tho value of invertebrate

fossils include (l) condition of preservation, (2) vertical rrngc—whether

tho species is restricted to a particular horizon, zone, or formation—-

(3) whether the enclosing, formation is well known, imperfectly known, or

not known in the particular area in which the fossils occur, (d) and whether

tho fossil itself lias boon previously described from the general area of
X o' I

the collection. In general, when invortobrrto fossils arc collected on the
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paleontologic-mineralogic projects, it rail be in an area where there is

a specific need for fossils having stratigraphic significance or for the

purpose of completing the necessary study collections.

The methods for collecting invertebrate fossils are simple; If the

fossils are weathered out of the matrix, it is necessary only to wrap them

separately in tissue so that they will not be damaged and pack them in small

sacks or boxes. If the fossils are thin shelled or fragile, each specimen

should be packed in cotton and put in an individual small cardboard box or

in a bottle. In digging the fossils from the enclosing rock, one should

never attempt to pull the fossil free but should dig around it with a small

pick, knife, cr geologist’s hammer. Care should be taken to prevent the

digging tool from touching the specimen, in order that it be collected free

from damage of any kind.

As with all kinds of fossils, the geologist should record the exact

locality from which the collection was made as well as the exact location

within the formation in which the fossils occur. It is always best to make

a measured section of the exposure and indicate in the section the horizon

or horizons from which the collection was made.

i:—Fossil plants of one kind or another occur rather com-

monly in all of the rock systems of Texas from the upper Paleozoic to the

Pleistocene. The most familiar fossil plants, the petrified woods, are us-

ually of only slight scientific interest, except in unusual occurrences or

in cases of unusual mineral replacements. The fossil imprints of leaves,

fronds, branches, etc,, which arc sometimes found between layers of sand-

stone, shale, or clay, arc of considerable importance. Also important are

the rare and very interesting cycads (see illustration on page 60), which

Fossil plants



have been found at several localities in the Trinity Cretaceous of Texas

and which should be collected whenever possible* Since collecting fossil

wood, cycads, etc,, requires no more technique than would collecting an or-

dinary rock of the sane size, except that any fossil should be handled and

packed in such a way that there is no danger of its being broken or damaged,

nothing need bo said regarding methods of collecting them. However, fossil

leaves or fronds nay be found between layers of soft shale or sand and be

easily damaged or ruined unless great care is exorcised in collecting them.

It is often necessary to break the rock before discovering the presence or

absence of the fossils, and even when the collector works with all possible

caution, he nay break a number of good imprints unless the rock has a strong

tendency to break along the exact plane on which the leaf imprints arc rest-

ing, Tihen a portion of a fossil loaf or frond can be seen at the edge of

or in a small break in the rock it is possible to remove the rock carefully

on one side of the fossil without great risk of damaging the specimen. If

the fossils are fairly abundant in a given exposure of rocks, it is a good

practice to split the rocks along their bedding planes until all or part

of an imprint is found; with the position of the imprint known, it can then

be worked out of the rock without further damage, TJhen fossil leaves arc

found in soft rocks, they should be treated on the surface with a light

application of shellac to protect them from crumbling or other damage,

V/hen possible, the imprint should be left on a sufficient thickness of the

enclosing rock to sustain any jolting it might receive accidentally or in

transit. In packing fossil loaves or other delicate plant fossils, it is

best to wrap them in paper and pack separately so as to obviate any chance

of their rubbing together and scratching each other.

Minerals; -It is not anticipated that more than a relatively snail

55
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portion of the tine spent on the Paloontologic-Mineralogic projects will

be devoted to the collection of minerals# However, at least one important

field unit is expected to devote the greater part of its tine in the exca-

vation of a meteor crater* In this particular instance the palcontologic

aspects of the unit will bo subordinate to the minoralogic aspects, whereas

in most or all of the other field units the palcontologic aspects will bo

of primary importance* All field units, however, will be expected to col-

lect any minerals or mineral aggregates that have unusual geologic signifi-

cance or possible commercial value*

Minerals, such as the ore minerals, have intrinsic value in that they

contain valuable elements or products. Any such ore minerals, when they

occur in quantities large enough to bo of possible commercial importance

and when their description and locality has not been previously recorded

in the literature, should always be reported and samples collected* Other

minerals, which have no intrinsic value, may be very important because of

the significance of their occurrence. For example, certain deposits of

chalcedony and of the amorphous caliche sometimes marl: the presence of

fault zones when there is no other surface indication of such structuresj

also the presence of the typical contact motamorphic minerals in the rod:

would indicate the presence of an igneous intrusion even if the intrusion

were not itself exposed. The mineral content of some rod: strata is an

index to the identity of the strata; in such instances the contained dis-

tinctive minerals become valuable as an aid in the recognition of a for-

mation. Dreihanters or vcntifacts, the wind-faceted pebbles that sometimes

occur in dctrital sediments (see illustration on page 61), arc of signifi-

cance in that they give excellent clues as to the climatological conditions

prevalent at the time of accumulation of their enclosing formation.
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lie toor itog of fill kinds arc always very important from a scientific stand-

point and should always to collected when possible#



CHARACTERISTIC FOSSILS OF THE ESCONDIDO FORMATION.

1. Exogyra costata Say. 2. Ostrea cortex Conrad. 3,3a. Sphenodiscus pleurisepta (Conrad).

58
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CHARACTERISTIC FOSSILS OF THE COOK MOUNTAIN FORMATION

1. Latirus moorei (Gabb). 6,6a. Anomia ephippioides Gabb.

2. I’lioh texanus Gabb. 7,7a. CorbuUu smithvilh'nsls Harris.

3. Mcsalia rlaibornrnsis Conrad. 8, Ba. Corbula deusseni Gardner n. sp. (For description see p. t»7.)

4. TurritMa nasuta Gabb. 9. Natica dumb!ft Heilprin.

4a. Turritella nasuta subsp. houstonia Harris. 10. Lacinia alveata Conrad.

5. Dentalium minutislriatum Gabb.
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Fossil Leaf Impressions in Blue Shale of Pennsylvanian Age

A Small Cycad from the Lower Cretaceous of Texas



Typical form of
dreikanter or ventifacts
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Iron Meteorite, Actual Size

A Stony Meteorite



Tektites found in Southeast Texas. Those deeply-etched, natural glass

objects have not been found in any other place in North America, Tektites

are of exceptional interest because of their great scarcity, and because

their mode of origin is still unknown.
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REPORTS AND REPORTING PROCEDURE

Reports to the sponsor by project supervisors will be submitted in

the form of narrative reports and on special forms provided for conven-

ience in reporting specific information. The narrative reports will be

used for submitting information which requires more elaboration than is

possible on a printed, form and for supplementing, when necessary, the

form reports. The following list of forms, specimen copies of which arc

included in this Manual, arc supplied to the supervisors of all field u-

nits.

(1) Preliminary Survey Reports

(2) TTcokly Report of Project Activities

(3) Porn for Date, on Sand and Gravel Pits

(4) Field Specimen Record

The supervisor should fom the habit of reporting as exactly and as

punctually as possible, for it is only through good reports that the full

benefits of the work can bo obtained. To assist the supervisor in prepar-

ing reports to the sponsor, the following instructions for each of the a-

bovc forms arc here outlined.
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"Preliminary Survey Report"

Purpose; The purpose of this for: 1
,

is to provide a record of necessary

information concerning each fossil or nlneral deposit which has geologic

inportanco or which is a potential collectin'* site- for a unit of the Palo-

onto lop i c-I 'inor a logic Project.

Alien prepared: This fern should bo prepared when the geologist first

visits the site described and before loaviny the site, except for such re-

quired information as can best be obtained elsewhere.

ITunbor of copies:--An original and one copy should bo wade.

Routing:: --The original should go into the Field Unit record file and

the copy nailed to the Geologist-in-Chr.rgo, Paloontologic-Pinoralogic Pro-

ject, Bureau of Economic Geology, The Univorsity of T.xas, Austin, Texas*

How prepared; —See acco:rnnin ■ spoolnon copy on the following page*
J.

t

_ 1
- u 1 .L v O .1 O
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STATE-WIDE PALEONTOLOGIC-IviINERALOGTO SURVEY OF TEXAS

PRELIMINARY SURVEY REPORT

__CountySpo: rs farm Si te No. 2 Lr.nr r County

Geographical Location 7«0 . « r'Qi’th or £ j from x aris
r

j'exac
t oyj. Si:rtc

_

Highway #24. and ,1 mi. west.
-

Name and Address of Qwner_. hr. l. A. Sugars. Sural Route, Perie. Texas.

Type of sit in Groiiceouc soft limestone ;
1

eds ar '"s c ive.

afror. 2 ft« to 5 ft, thick,
__

Estimated extent of excavation required_pro p,r; ]-,]_v rq o-nt 200 cu« r ds« of s^ono.

Relation of site to nearby sites ~

0 other fossil sites known in vicinity.

Proximity to stream or springy About 400 ft, from, itemittent creek,

Local topography_ itly rolling, cultiv lends on divides; 1
roc tre ther

mature valleys,

Surface material gathered Several vertebrae, yn. one other -arts of several

individual mososaurs,

Surface material reported as belonging to site the oAove; report was verified*

t

Remarks The rososr-ur nrtorirl 1c in excellent -rororv im, [ m found

at several places within the pit.

Date r

(Signature)



"Weekly Report of Project Activities"

Purpose The purpose of this report is to Irobp the sponsor inf onecl

r.t weekly intervals as to the results of collcctin and roconnaissrnco and

.as to hr oh lons of any nature that nddit influence the operation or the of-
v a j x.

ficicncy of the project*

TThon prepared-This forn should be prepared at the end of each work-

ing week.

Number of copies: --An original and one copy should bo made.

Routing:--The original should yo into the Field Unit record file and

the copy nailed to the Go do ist- in-Char go, Paloontol agio-' 'inoral ogic Pro-

ject, Bureau of Econonic Geology, The University of Texas, Austin, Texas.

How prepared:—See acconnanying soccirion cony on the following page,
j. .L _ «.

1/ x.
j. *—' X w *
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STATE-WIDE PAIEONTOLOGIC-MINERALOGIC SURVEY OF TEXAS

WEEKLY REPORT OF PROJECT ACTIVITIES

1, Sites worked this week: For week ending April 22 1939

(a ) Poatri mht Site Ho, 1 Henderson County

(k) Poatri.Ait Site No, -bonderson County

(°)
___

Site No, County

2, Results obtained from standpoint of collections made including the number and

kind of fossils or minerals collected;

(a) Site No, i

‘Six upper and three lower horse teeth; one tooth not

identified; two limb bones of horse or bison; fragmentary bones of

several kinds.

(b) Site No, 2

This site is a small pit excavated by the project, and

located about 400 yds, northwest of Site 1; one elephant tooth

and three horse teeth collected,

(c) Site No,

3, Reconnaissance done and results obtained;

Spent one afternoon examining some gravel pits on Voter’s Tstate;

found part of large limb bone. Other fossils have been reported from

this site. See attached "Preliminary Survey Report" for additional data,

4, Problems that have arisen that will influence future operations of the project*

(Use reverse side of sheet if needed,)

1, Heaw rains on Saturday will prevent work for two days,

2, Truck driver has accepted another job as of June 20th, -hist get other

transportation soon,

3, Present work site almost exhausted; need additional localities, ->hat

do you suggest?

Date; Date submitted (Signature)
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"Form for Data on Sand and Gravel Pits"

Purpose; This form is used by the Bureau of Economic C-colopy for re-

cording date on
t
ravel end send deposits, but since it is well adapted for

recordin'’ siraler drte on the Pa 1oonto 1opio-Kinorelo[.;ic Project, it lies

boon included in the report ferns.

v.'llon prepared;--This fern should be properod vrhonevor the supervisor

visits e yrevol or send pit end cen obtain the desired infornetion.

Munbor of copies; Only an ori.lnal is required.

Routine;--Forn should bo nailed to the Gcoloyist-in-Charye, Falcon-

toloyic-Minoraloyic Project, Bureau of Economic Geology, The University

of Texas, Austin, Texas

Her/ prepared;—See accompanyiny specimen copy on the following page.



FORM FOR DATA ON SAND AND GRAVEL PITS

COUNTYg Liya QnV Name and address of landowner : ,-y n Csr-h-rr-iri.f

—

Exact location and directions for reaching pit: About 1600 Q". or at o" : m-L •-•{»,•

. tXsm—Q..4 mi. south 'To- Pinero on dirt ro»d on west ..side of N. » road
—

l-
-■■■—■■

UL! --l>» : -
■

- -■

Operator of pit, if other than landowner: (*p)

Is pit worked continuously or intermittently? Continuously
________

How long has pit been in operation? About 6 years
___

Kind of material being worked (road gravel, concrete sand, etc,) t Concrete sand A mravel

Hoy/ worked (drag-line, pick and shovel method, etc,); Dragline method

Mature of deposit iver-bed gravel, etc,): Hpland-oocond Terrace ~ueces A
a

How far is pit from nearest stream?
.

’

out «6 mi, west Aueces Diver

Mhat is the thickness of the workable material? 12 ft, to 10 ft#

What is the thickness of the overburden? 8 ft, to 10 ft.

Is pit above the flood level of the nearest stream and, if so, about how many feet?

Yes, about 20 ft.

Hava fossil bones or teeth been found in the pit?
x
es If so, what kind and how

deep from the original land surface? morons EL
, horse, bison tenth and bones.

Usually found from 18 ft, to 22 ft. deep

Have human bones, arrowheads, spear points, or ether man-made objects been found

in the pit?reported, not verifie- if so, ho 1// deep wore these objects found? Reported

10 ft. to 20 ft. Who has them in his possession? ■ ble to learn of any

possessor

Is there some person working at the pit who would be willing to save any bones or

man-made objects and to report them to the Bureau of Economic Geology? (*3)

This space and reverse of page may be used for additional remarks,

*1 was unable to meet operator and crew; will supply this information

*2 at later date

Date: April 20, 1039 (Signature)

(Address)
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"Field Specimen Record”

Purpose;--The purpose of this forn is to record r. description end

other nooossrry dr.tr of er.ch fossil collected. Those dr.to 'o into the

spone or
*
s filos.

1

lion pr opr rod-Entries r.rc nr.de on this forn whenever e fossil is

collected r.nd resigned its field number.

Numb or of copies; —Ln original r.nd two copies of this forn should

bo node.

Routine: One copy should be sent to the Gcolo ist-in-Chrr rep Pr.lcon-

to 1 or:ic-rdnerr. 1o; - ic Project, Burceu of Econo: lie Goolopy, The University of

Tcxrs, /.ustin. Tones, The other copy should ecconpeny the shipment of

listed fossils to the Pronerr.tor ’
s to which the or.rtiouler

■L. K!

proup of soocinons is sent,
(-0 1 .i-

Hour propr.rod: See accor.ipanyinp spocin.en copy on the followin'; uopo.
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,ilejr

McCarty
farm

Site

No.

1._Dickens

Count

Field Specimen No.

Kind

of

Specimen

Depth

From

Original
Sur

In

Ft.

&

In.

Associations

Photo- graph No.

—

Femur

of

Elephas

8*6”

Fibula
and

calcanium
of

Elephas

11

5

Fibula
of

Elephas

8*

10"

Femur
(

;

"4)

and

calcanium
of

Elephas

none

6

Calcanium
of

Elephas

o

(
—i

00

Specimens
V/4

and

$
5

none

•

Exact

Location
of

Work

Site:
3.7

miles

east

and

2,2

miles

north
of

Elton,

Texes,,

fossils
were

exposed
at

head

of

a

rrlley,
12

mi,

IT,

TV.

of

McCarty
r

‘ermhouse,

J-

C

v

V

•

X.

■^

a^
e

'arch

1f
r

1939

Signature
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THE LABORATORY UNIT

r.r iHiam N• I IcArmIty

Housing arrangements
0

:--iho space in viiioh tnc laboratory for the pre-

paration of fossils collected on this paleontolopic-ninoralog:*c survey is

housed should be largo enough to contain as many tables 6 feet long and 3

feet wide as there arc workers to be employed, The tables should bo so

arranged as to allow roon for the workers to nove around then freely on all

sides* Each table should bo equipped with a sand box 2 feet long, 3 feet

wide, and 3 inches deep, built on one end of the table top. Sand tables

about 10 feet long and 4 foot wide can be used for laying out specimens

too largo for the snailor work tables. Those larger sand tables are also

used for laying out specimens to got proper articulating positions when

tho mounting of a skeleton is in progress.

The laboratory should be well lighted with as much natural light as

possible; however, arrangements for adequate artificial li ht arc necessary,

Tho worker is subjected to groat eye strain while working with delicate par-

ticles of bone unless ca.ch table is amply lighted. Large coiling lamps can

be used for lighting the room, but individual drops within 18 inches of the

table arc needed for close work. The individual lights should be equipped

with reflectors to spread the light evenly and to protect tho worker from

tho glare, L movable drop attached to a bar about 4 foot above tho table

is verv convenient in that it can be shifted, raised, or lowered to suit

the worker's needs.

The ground floor or basement makes the ideal location for tho labora-

tory because nany of the specimens coming in and going out will be bulky

and heavy; however, any floor is satisfactory, provided the laboratory is

equipped with suitable arrangements for brin-ing in and removing tho various
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specimens, A double door entrance will bo necessary for relieving rone

specimens. If nountine of largo specimens is to bo done in the labora-

tory, r. coilin; some 20 foot high is necessary# A coiling of this height

will r.llcw the skeleton to be mounted upright end else allow spr.co for r.

crr.no or block end tackle needed to hoist some of the larger bones into

place.

’/ator and gas connections are necessary# The sink should bo equipped

with a special trap for catching dirt and r>laster-of-Paris•

Tools and equipment :--hith iioid units loco, tod in venous pr.rts 01

tho Str.to collecting fron different fornntions, sovorr.l types of fossils

will be hr.ndlcd in tho lr.borr.tory• The size r.nd pros rvr.tion of fossils

doternino tho tools to be used. It is obvious thet snr.ll tools used for

working soft, dolicr.to nr.torir.l cr.n not be used to the best r.dvrntr.go on

Ir.rgor bones which r.ro roplr.cod with ppritc or other hr.rd nr.torir.ls, For

this ror.son, r. wcll-oquippod lr.borr.tory hr. a i\ vr.riod r.ssonblngc of tools

r.nd cquipnont.

The good proparator makes many tools especially adapted to the parti-

cular typo of work he is doing, and much of the equipment listed is used

only for this purpose#

Electrical tools, such as a drill press, pistol grip drills, grinders

and flexible shafts with accessories are standard equipment# Electrical

dental drills with complete accessories are very useful in wording with

delicate fossils# There should be a work bench equipped with drawers for

tools and a machinist vise# Every tool in the cr.rpont<;r 1
s kit has a use

in the laboratory. Tap and die sots from l/lG inch to 3/4 inch will bo
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used a groat deal, A small arc welding unit, a forge, an anvil, and shop

hammers arc needed for constructing the reenforcing used in mounting skele-

tons#

Other tools needed are:

Breast drill - 0 - |r inch chuck

Side cutting pliers
Hacksaw •

Assortment of twist drills

Assortment of files, round and flat

Tinner’s snips
Cold chisels

Ho odon na 11ot s

Hot plate or Bunsen burnor

Tools and supplies issued to each worker:

1 pocket knife

1 teasing needle

1 rubber plaster cup (made from ho 1-low rubber

balls cut in half)
1 ice pick
1 2 inch brush

2 g inch round brushes, with long handles

1 small cup

1 medicine dropper

1 syringe‘bulb
1 spatula, 3" x vj

M

1 6-oz. bottle of acctono-cclluloid glue
1 12-oz# bottle of shellac (one part shellac,

3 parts alcohol)

1 12-oz, bottle of gum acacia (solution)
1 12-oz, bottle of yellow dextrin (solution)

1 12-oz, bottle of Alvar (solution)

SuppliesSupplies; --The supplies used in the lc.borr.tory r.ro listed below raid

thoir specific use is described in the sections on "Preparation raid Res-

tore, ti on" end "Younting";

Denatured r.lcohol

bhitc shellac

Alvar

Gun acacia

Yellow dextrin

Acetone

Celluloid shoots

Tissue popor

Aouldin; clay (Plastolino)
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Assortment of United States Gypsum Company*s
lime proof colors

Assortment of sand paper

Plastor-of-Paris (United States Gypsum Com-

pany’s Red Top No, 1 moulding)
Papier-mache
Hardware cloth

Screen wire

Galvanized wire, number 16 and number 9

Copper Tire, number 20

Stool rod, p inch found

Galvanized pipe, , w, 3/4, and 1 inch

Preparation and restoration ;—Preparing fossil bones is a very tech-

nical procedure requiring a great amount of shill and infinite patience

on the part of the proparator, In the past, the field has been so limited

that there arc few non acquainted with the preparing technique. One can-

not expect to draw experienced men from the relief rolls, and the super-

visor must take great pains to teach the simplest fundamentals to now

workers. The chief qualifications for workers are patience, a steady

hand, and a keen interest in the job.

To stimulate interest, the supervisor might take a few minutes each

day talking to the group on paleontology and discussing technique. He

night also prepare a short paper on the subject and give each worker a

mimeographed copy. If literature is available, encourage the men to road

it, for they must bo interested in this work to succeed.

The supervisor should repeatedly emphasize that fossil bones have a

groat scientific value, that good fossils arc rare, and that the prepar-

atory job is to preserve all of the material brought to the laboratory.

Untrained workers will tend to work too fast, and until they have learned

the technique it will be necessary to watch then very closely and to clow

then down often.
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Before a spocinen is opened, the field number on the plaster cast is

posted on a laboratory record-work sheet# (Sec accompanying specimen shoot

on page 83), These sheets arc posted on the wall, and the worker fills in

the required data# The plastered parcel is then placed on a table paid the

top of the cast removed by cutting it through with a knife and lifting it

off, leaving the bone still encased in the lower half of the cast# If

water is applied to the cant along the line where it is to be opened, the

plaster is softened and na.de or.sior to cut.

The paper put on exposed surfaces of the bone in the field for pro-

tection from the plaster cast often sticks to both the cast and the bone

and one must be careful not to pull fragments of bone up with the cast as

it is lifted off#

After the top of the cast has been removed, all foreign material in

the exposed area is cleaned away with a small needle, an ice pick, or a

knife and a soft brush# Since most fossils become soft and fragile when

exposed to air, it is necessary to harden them before attempting any re-

pair work# There are several solutions which can be used for hardening,

the type of preservation and replacement of the bone determining which

solution to apply#

TJhite shellac, thinned with alcohol, is excellent for hardening most

specimens. It should be applied oh the cleaned bone with a soft brush or

by pouring it on slowly so rs to allow it to penetrate the inside struc-

ture, The outer surface of the hone is usually hard enough; it is the por-

ous inside that needs strengthening# If the surface is punctured in sev-

eral places, the solution can more easily reach the fragile inside struc-

ture. A specimen must bo given plenty of time to dry after a solution has
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boon applied* It can not be handled while it is wot.

A thin solution of acotone and celluloid can be used advantageously

on fragile shattered bones. This acetone-celluloid solution is especially

useful for specimens too thin to take inside reenforcing. It is of trans-

parent quality and can be used to build an adhesive coating on the surface

of fossil specimens.

Another hardening solution which acts similarly to the acetone-cellu-

loid preparation is sold under the trade name of Alvar, It is a granular

gum, soluble in either alcohol or acetone, but as acetone is norc volatile

than alcohol it is considered the bettor solvent.

Gun acacia nixed with water is sometimes used as a hardener ; however,

this solution is used norc satisfactorily for nixing plastcr-of-Faris,

The powdered or granular gun is brought in solution with plain water, one

part acacia to throe parts water.

After the hardcniiv solutions have been applied and the specimen has

thoroughly dried, the remaining plaster cast is gradually pealed bad: and

the cleaning and hardening process continued until the bone is free of the

cast. In some cases it will be necessary to recast the upper half after

it has been cleaned and turn the specimen over before removing the remain-

ing pa.rt of the original cast.

All loose pieces are fitted together as the cleaning process is carried

along. Cleaning the fitting edges of pieces is delicate work, for in or-

der to get good joints the thin surface edges must bo preserved. Close at-

tention is given to even the smallest particles. The larger fragments

are easily handled; it is ability to work with little pieces that makes
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a proparator.

Sna 11 pieces arc put together with acetone glue. This glue can be

prepared in the laboratory by cutting celluloid shoots into snail pieces

rnd dissolving in acetone* Prepared glues sold under the trade names of

Ambroid and Duco can be used satisfactorily however. they arc more ex-

pensive.

Plaster-of-Paris nixed in a solution of gun acacia or yellow dextrin

is used for cementing the larger piocos. Tho dextrin solution is nado in

the laborr.tory by mixing one pound of yellow corn dextrin with two gallons

of water and boiling the solution until it is of a syrupy consistency.

Plaster nixed with dextrin is very hard when dry and is an excellent mix-

ture for cementing pieces together. It should not be used for restoration

work as it is too hard to carve w'll with a moulding knife. To insure uni'

fern mixtures, one nan should be instructed and assigned to do this work.

The proper use of plaster is difficult to teach to the novice, as

nearly every new worker will want to use too much. In order to rot r .'-ood
d kJ • O

purchase, water should be applied to the fitting surfaces of both pieces

before plaster is used. The plaster should be thin enough to allow the

pieces to fit closely. If the surplus plaster squeezed out around the

joint is brushed off immediately with a wet brush a groat deal of clean-

ing is eliminated. All excess plaster covering' surface bone should bo

removed, leaving; it only in the joint, flush with the surface. Sand-

paper can bo used to smooth the plaster between joints. The fitting sur-

faces of all pieces should be shellaced and allowed to dry before either

glue or plaster is used.

Few fossils arc well enough preserved to support their own weight.
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hence it is necessary to use reenforcing, such as v/iro, stool rod or pipe

inside the bone for support. Holes are drilled in the spooinen slightly

larger than the reenforcing material to bo used so that plaster can bo

poured, in around it. Pipe is used to reenforce large log bones as it also

serves as a support in mounting. In broad, flat bones, such as scapulae

and pelves, it is often necessary to raise one surface and insert a layer

of screen wire.

Rhen the specir.cn has been cleaned, hardened, reenforced, and all

pieces ooriented together, the next stop is to restore the missing parts,

ilestored parts are always built around reenforcing such as i,rire or screen.

In nodeling snail processes, a forn, into v.-hich plaster can bo poured, is

nn.de v/ith a pliable moulding clay (Plasteline)• For larger restorations

a manneduin of screen rriro can be constructed and a thin layer of plaster
d 4.

or papier-nachc spread over it. This nannequin is useful in getting the

general shape, and it neighs very little, Restored parts arc grained and

colored to imitate bone, nith the coloring being a shade lighter than the

natural bone so that the restoration can easily be detected should the
o

soccinon be used for study wnoses,

; -iiost noimts arc composite, ana it oxton tanas a long tine

to accumulate the ri ht bones for a skeleton# I.any specimens are not suited

for museum exhibit but arc excellent for study and research purposes# As

all prepared bones arc stored in shelves and drawers, the fossils arc easily

nixed, and sono system of cataloging must bo employed that will insure com-

plete data for every specimen, kithout data the scientific value is greatly

decreased.

Cataloging:

L card index system is used by the Bureau of Economic Geolory, Each
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individual bone is riven two numbers. Those numbers arc written with In-

dia ink on the specimen, and a card bearing that number is kept for each

specimen. (See accompanying specimen copy on page 82), The first number

is an accession number; the second, a specimen number. Example; 30896-1,

The first number, 30896, is the accession number for all Pliocene fossils

from the Buckner ranch locality, site 1, in Bee County, Texas, The second
< ,

•*
< •>

number, 1, is the specimen number. All fossils from Buckner ranch, site 1,

Bee County, have the number 30896, and the specimen numbers run consecu-

tively, as 30896-1, 30896-2, rrith each individual bone having a different

specimen number.

Each site is given a different accession number and so arc fossils

of different ages from the same site. Example; the number for fossils

coming from the lower beds, which arc Pliocene in age, at the Buckner

ranch, site 1, Bee County, is 30896, For fossils coming from the over-

lying Pleistocene beds, the number is 30898,

An accession book is kept which is the key to the numbers assigned.

If one wished to have information concerning fossils bearing the number

30896, he could refer in the accession book to number 30896 and find all

data on the Buckner ranch, site 1, locality.

In keeping with a cataloging system long used by the Bureau of Eco-

nomic Geology, another set of numbers is placed at the bottom of each card.

This system is a county locality index, with each county having a different

number and the localities in the county being numbered consecutively off

the constant county number. For example, the number for Bee County is 143,

and since the Buckner ranch site is the first locality to be worked in that

county, the number will be 143-1, If another site were opened, its number



would bo 143-2, otc* In counties which already have several locality num-

bers listed, the card index is consulted and the next available locality

number is assiyned*

If the shelves and drawers in which the specimens are stored are

numbered and the number entered on the specimen card, anv bone can bo
J. * t/

located oasilv bv rofor r in;-; to the card index*
v o O

• J
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Scene in Preparatory Laboratory

Articulated Elephant Foot
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,.. —Lountiny specimens for museum exhibition is -cho most tech-

nical and difficult phase of laboratory work• The proparr.tor must have a

knowledge of anatony, nochanical skill, and some artistic ability. Since

nusoun exhibits must moot the roquirorients of both tho scientist and lay

public, specimens must be anatomically correct and artistically displayed.

The mounted skeleton should bo articulated in a natural, life-like pose

and not appear as a stiff assembly of the various skeletal parts. Since

heavy visible supports detract from the appearance of a mount, the sup-

porting frame work should be concealed as much as possible.

Mounting;

’Them specimens arc to be shown in a natural habitat using miniature

models and a painted canvas background, the artist and the prepare.tor should.
J. * z. s.

make a sketch drar/in- shooin' the spocinon in the habitat before nountine
v./ V...

’■->

is begun so that the pose of the skeleton r/ill fit the schone of the habi-

�

tat.

In everv case a drawiii” rivln- all measurements should bo made of

the skeleton before the articulating is started. Photographs of recent

animals in several different poses arc helpful for working out natural

positions. For some work it will bo necessary to use plates and text

figures in papers .and textbooks for references,
*

.hen the peso is fig-

ured from photographs or drawings, the ratio between the actual specimen

and the pictures must be worked out.

The mounting process is started by laying out the vertebral column

in a sand box. The sand will hold the vertebrae in place, and each bone

can be shifted into the desired position very easily. Then a support
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tho length 03° the complete column plus r. fow inches for ahull attachment

is shaped to conform to the line of tho column. This reenforcing can he

wire, stool rod, or pipe, depending on tho size and weight of tho verte-

brae.

There arc several ways by which tho vertebrae can be attached to the

roenforcin;, Each vertebra nay bo set on ton of the longitudinal reen-

forcing and hold in place by a short peg inserted into tho botton of tho

centrum. This method is used when tho replacement of the bone is so hard

that it is impractical to drill large holes through the centrum and when

tho diameter of tho neural canal is too small to take tho. supporting rod.

For many small skeletons tho most feasible method is to run the support

through tho neural crnal. For larger specimens in which tho contra arc

large and ern bo drilled oasilv, tho sun ort may run through tho center
w V 9 a. yj O

of the centra. A clamp attached to tho vortobrrl sunnort and fitting

around tho bottom and against tho sides of the centrum is sometimes used

if the material is very hard. For verv larro specimens such as dinosaurs,
O t/ V_V x *

the vertebrae mov bo supported by a hoamr angle iron with the vertebrae
v .L J-. c

i

being set in tho V-shaped opening. T/hen tho support for the vertebrae

has been nronurly shaped, it is attached to a temporary vortical support

which holds it the correct height above tho base. This vertical support

is attached to the base with a floor phlange and welded to the vertebral

reenforcing rod. It is situated so that the anterior end of tho sternum

nay be attached to it later, and when the limb bones have been placed,

tho temporary vortical support can be sawed off just beneath the sternum,

leaving this part suspended by tho remaining upper portion.

The pelvis is the most difficult bone to fasten. Pipe or tubing is
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placed in the center of the acetabulum (flush with articulating surface)

a.nd is brought out tho backside whore it is curved upward and onbodded

along tho inside of the ilium up to a point level with the vertebral sup-

port, where it is turned at right angles through tho sacrum and welded to

the vertebral support, A pin from tho head of the fenur inserted into

the pipe opening in the acetabulum tics tho femur to tho pelvis*

Tho various elements going to mate up a limb can also be articulated

in a sand box*

"'.hen tho individual lint bones arc prepared, a. pipe or tube, stop-

ping flush mith each end, is inserted, A pin inserted a short distance

into the pipe at tho tvro articulating, ends holds the two bones to 'other.

To got tho desired position tho connectin' ■ nin can easily be removed and
I—* 1—* X

V.

shaped and there is no strain on the bones as mould be the ease if it

wore necessary to reshape tho limb after all tho elements were threaded
x

on a solid continuous support, Tho limb is fastened to the base with a

floor phian go which is hid ’on by the foot.

If tho ribs arc mounted v.dthout visible supports it rail bo noccs-

sarv to imitate tho cartilaginous z tta.chr.ont to the sternum. This can be
k) O

done by bringing a small vdre from the joint of each stornabrre and at-

taching, it to tho distal end of the rib which ties to that particular facet.

Then this wire is coated with plaster-of-Paris to imitate cartilage. The

posterior ribs do not attach directly to the sternum but to the cartilage

of the anterior rib, Tho cartilage effect makes a good support for the

ribs and adds much to the appearance of tho skeleton. The head of each

rib is attached to facets of the vertebrae with short ivi.ro pegs embedded
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in oithor . lue or piles tor. ’Then the ribs hrvo boon placed, tho front

linbs and scapulae arc added. The scapulae are fastened to tho hunerus

with a rod inserted into tho pipe at tho head of the hunerus and cnboddod

along the backside of tho scapula up to a point level with the vertebral

support.

Tho method of mounting outlined above is well suited for most of tho

larger mammalian specimens. This is the order of placement,* vertebral

column; pelvis; hind limbs; sternum; ribs, front limbs and scapulae; skull.

Hony specimens are either too frr.fi 1c or too badly distorted for free

mounting and must bo placed on a flat plaque built of papier-mache or plus-

ter-of-Paris, I. framework constructed of hardware cloth reenforced with

snail steel rods is riven a thin cost of plaster or papier-macho. Then

the' specimen is placed on the plaque and a thin layer of plaster is pud-

dled around the bones in order to hold than in place. I. narrow margin

around each bone is made smooth, and various designs maw bo carved on the

outlying planter. The natural matrix cm bo imitated by coloring pow-

dered asbestos and sifting it on tho plaque while it is wet with a solu-

tion of vnllow dextrin. The dextrin dries and holds the asbestos to the

plaquo.

If tho specimen is a new species and is to be plagued in exact po-

sition as found in situ, a. natural size drawing can be made on a sheet of

paper and on tho plaque and as tho bones arc removed from tho matrix they

are laid in their proper position on tho paper drawing. It is necessary

to have the two drawings because pieces which aro the last to be removed

from tho matrix nay bo the first to bo placed on the plaque.
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Sometimes it is possible to leave enough of the matrix around the

specimen to hold it together until plaster can be run around it for sup-

port, This is a pood method when the matrix is shale and must have a

coating of plaster for roenforcement.

The half-relief method of mounting is Tory convenient if the museum

is small or crowded. Specimens mounted in this way may bo placed against

a wall or hung on the wall. This method shows only one oido of the skele-

ton mounted against a plaster or papier-mache background.

The method used m 11 depend on the size of the museum and the type

of material to bo mounted. The important thing is to make a natural pose

and to do the job as neatly and artistically as possible.

Lower Jaw of Pleistocene Elephant



Warren Mastodon

Mounted Skeleton of Bison Taylori

shown before working supports were removed
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